
Prediate Expression Cost Funtions to GuideEvolutionary Searh for Test DataLeonardo Bottai1Hull University, Hull, HU6 7RX, UK.l.bottai�ds.hull.a.ukAbstrat. Several researhers are using evolutionary searh methods tosearh for test data with whih to test a program. The �tness or ostfuntion depends on the test goal but almost invariably an importantomponent of the ost funtion is an estimate of the ost of satisfyinga prediate expression as might our in branhes, exeption onditions,et. This paper reviews the ommonly used ost funtions and points outsome de�ienies. Alternative ost funtions are proposed to overomethese de�ienies. The evidene from an experiment is that they are morereliable.1 IntrodutionSeveral researhers are using evolutionary searh methods to searh for test datawith whih to test a program. The �tness or ost funtion depends on the testgoal but almost invariably an important omponent of the ost funtion is anestimate of the ost of satisfying a prediate expression as might our in abranh ondition, an exeption ondition, et.As an example of the most basi instrumentation, onsider a searh for testdata that will exeute a given sequene of branhes in a program. A reord maybe kept of the values of all branh prediate expressions exeuted. A ost for thegiven input is omputed by ounting the number of branhes that have not beensatis�ed. This is the method used by Pargas et al. [5℄.Although a ount of undesired branh deisions provides some guidane tothe searh; all the test ases that fail to satisfy the same branh are given thesame ost. At this point, the ost surfae over the searh spae has beome atand the searh beomes random. As an example, onsider the program fragmentbelow....if (a <= b)... // EXECUTION REQUIRED TO ENTER THIS BRANCHSuppose a test ase is required to ause exeution of the true branh of theonditional shown above. If the required branh is diÆult to enter, many testases will ause a <= b to be false. To disriminate between these tests, theprogram is instrumented to alulate a ost measure that penalises those tests



that may be onsidered to be \far from" satisfying a <= b. As an example of apossible ost funtion for the ondition a <= b, the value of a� b inreases as abeomes larger than b and a zero or negative ost indiates that a solution hasbeen found. Through instrumentation, the subjet program has in e�et beenonverted into another program that omputes a funtion that is to be minimisedto zero. This approah has been used by Korel [2℄, Traey et al. [7℄, [8℄, Wegeneret al. [9℄, Jones [1℄ and Mihael [4℄ [3℄.Clearly, the e�etiveness of the searh depends on the reliability of the ostfuntions used for the relational and logial expressions. This paper reviews theommonly used ost funtions and points out some ases where they are de�ient.Alternative ost funtions are proposed to overome these de�ienies. A smallexperiment provides some evidene that the alternative ost funtions are morereliable, and more so for relatively simple programs.2 Cost Funtions for Relational PrediatesTable 1 shows the ommonly used ost funtions for the relational prediates.a; b are numbers and � is a positive number.Table 1. Relational prediate ost table using onventional ost funtionsPrediate expression Cost of not satisfying prediate expressiona � b a� ba < b a� b+ �a = b abs(a� b)a 6= b �� abs(a� b)Sine, logially equivalent expressions express the same ondition, ideallythey should have equal osts. In purely integer domains, a + 1 � b , a < b.Sine ost(a+ 1 � b) = a+ 1� b and ost(a < b) = a+ �� b, this entails � = 1.In real domains, � is the smallest positive real.It should be emphasised that a� b as the ost of satisfying a � b is at besta heuristi. Usually, the input test ase determines the values of the operandsa; b only indiretly and any intervening statements have the potential to pro-due a ost surfae as a funtion of the inputs that is far more omplex thana� b. Nonetheless, many arithmeti operations do not destroy the reliability ofthe heuristi and it remains e�etive where inputs are modi�ed in the mannerillustrated in the example belowa := a * a - k;if (a <= 0)It is, of ourse, possible for the heuristi to be deeptive. Consider the pro-gram fragment



a := (a * a + 1) mod 65;if (a <= 0)In this fragment, the ost of a <= 0 dereases as a (input) approahes 0. Ata = 0 the ost funtion attains a loal minimum value of 1 but the solution isa = 8. It is also possible for the heuristi to be ompletely uninformative as ina := random(a);if (a <= 0)3 Cost Funtions for Logial OperatorsCost funtions may be de�ned for the logial operators not, or and and in order tode�ne a ost for ompound prediate expressions suh as a <= b and not(a > 0).Consider �rst the logial negation operator.Some researhers avoid an expliit ost funtion for logial negation and in-stead rewrite expressions that ontain negation into a form that is negation free.So for example, not (a <= b) is rewritten as a > b. Introduing a ost funtionfor logial negation avoids the need to rewrite expressions; indeed by introdu-ing a ost funtion for eah relational and logial prediate, ost funtions maybe isomorphi to prediate expressions whih allows ost funtions to be on-struted in a simple syntax direted manner. This is an important onsiderationwhen building tools.The ost funtion for negation an be derived from the requirement thatost(a � b) = ost(:(a > b)), i.e. a� b should equal �(b� a+ �) + � and heneost(:a) = �ost(a) + �.The use of logial negation also introdues the need for a ost to be assignedto a true prediate expression. In partiular, the logial onstant, true may begiven a ost of �maxost and the logial onstant, false has a ost of maxost.The use of these large absolute values reets the fat that the logial onstantfalse an never be satis�ed, and true an never be falsi�ed. In this sheme, allost funtions are bounded by �maxost and maxost.Consider next the ost funtion for a disjuntion. Clearly, when the operandshave di�erent truth values, the ost of the disjuntion should be the ost of thetrue operand. This leaves the ases where the operands have the same truthvalue. In this ase, a popular hoie for the ost of a disjuntion is the ost ofthe operand with the lowest ost i.e. the ost funtion is the min funtion. Theommon orresponding ost funtion for the onjuntion is the max funtion.The ost tables for logial negation, or and and are summarised in Table 2,where a is the ost of a boolean expression a. In Table 2, a and b are positive(false) and a0 and b0 are non-positive (true).The ost funtions of Table 2 have been used by a number of researhers.Traey et al. [7℄ use essentially the same ost funtions although their's arerestrited to nonnegative values, they measure only the ost of not satisfy-ing an expression and negation is removed by rewriting expressions. A notabledi�erene, however, is the use of + rather than max for onjuntion so thatost(a ^ b) = ost(a) + ost(b).



Table 2. Logial operator ost table using onventional ost funtionsa b :a a _ b a ^ ba b �a + � min(a; b) max(a; b)a 0b 0b a0a b �0a + � 0a b0a 0b min(0a; 0b) max(0a; 0b)4 Cost Funtion Reliability4.1 Analytial onsiderationsThe funtions min and max have beome popular for various forms of logialreasoning under unertainty [6℄ sine Zadeh proposed them for fuzzy logi [11℄.In fuzzy logi, true is represented by 1 and false by 0 and intermediate valueslie in between. The truth value of a fuzzy disjuntion is the maximum of thetruth values of the operands, the value of a fuzzy onjuntion is the minimumof the operand truth values. The ommon use of the funtions min and max1should not obsure the fat that the intended interpretation in test data searhis quite di�erent.Fuzzy logi is onerned with formalising reasoning with vague oneptswhere the vagueness is formalised as a fuzzy set. The justi�ation for the use ofmin and max in fuzzy logi omes from the orresponding union and interse-tion operations for fuzzy sets. The osts assoiated with logial expressions toguide searh are not intended to measure vagueness.Given that the osts of prediate expressions are intended to estimate searhe�ort, some properties whih ould be onsidered essential are:1. The ost of a disjuntion should be no more than the ost of either disjunt,i.e. ost(a) � ost(a _ b) and ost(b) � ost(a _ b).2. The ost of a onjuntion should be no less than the ost of either onjunt,i.e. ost(a) � ost(a ^ b) and ost(b) � ost(a ^ b).3. The ost of logially equivalent expressions should be equal.Property 1 an be justi�ed on the grounds that adding an alternative meansof satisfying a ondition annot make that ondition more diÆult to satisfy andso annot inrease the ost. The min funtion satis�es property 1 but makes theassumption that the ost of a disjuntion is the maximum ost onsistent withproperty 1. The argument for property 2 is analogous to that for the disjuntion.The max funtion satis�es property 2 but makes the assumption that the ostof a onjuntion is the lowest ost onsistent with property 2.Property 3 requires the ost funtions to be onsistent with the assoia-tive, ommutative and distributive laws. Examples of other laws inlude: ost(a)1 In fuzzy logi truth inreases with numerial value so min orresponds to max andvie versa.



should equal ost(a _ a) and ost(a _ b) should equal ost(:(: a ^ : b)). Theost funtions of Table 2 satisfy all three of these properties.Although all three properties would appear neessary, it might be advanta-geous to trade some violation of the third property for a more reliable or informa-tive funtion. Reall the use by Traey [7℄ of + instead ofmax as the ost of a on-juntion. To use + instead of max for the ost of a onjuntion, while retainingmin for the ost of a disjuntion is to give up the property that logially equiv-alent expressions have the same ost. In partiular, the distributive law of dis-juntion over onjuntion is not satis�ed beause ost(a_(b^)) = min(a; b+)2but ost((a_b)^(a_)) = min(a; b)+min(a; ). De Morgan's law is not satis�edeither.A possible onsequene of this is illustrated in the ode fragment below wheretwo logially equivalent expressions appear in distint subgoals. Assume that thetest goal is to �nd a test that will exeute either of the statements z := 0;, i.e.to satisfy either (x < 4 or y < 4) or not (x >= 4 and y >= 4).if (x + y >= 16)if (x < 4 or y < 4)z := 0;elseif (not (x >= 4 and y >= 4))z := 0;To exaggerate the inonsisteny and also for the sake of larity, variables aretaken to be integer so that � = 1. When x= 8, y= 8, the ost ismin(5; 5) = 5 butwhen x = 7, y = 8, whih is a better test, the ost is higher at �(�3+�4)+1 = 8.The possible bias this might introdue in examples suh as that shown abovemight well be ompensated for by a more general reliability advantage of +over max. + rewards a derease in the osts of both onjunts more than itrewards a orresponding derease in the ost of just one. For example, onsiderthe problem of satisfying the ondition x = 0 and y = 0. A move by a searhalgorithm from the (x; y) point (4; 6) to the point (3; 5) is rewarded by + ina ost derease of 2 but max produes only a ost derease of 1. Similarly, adetrimental move from (4; 6) to (5; 7) is penalised more heavily by + than bymax. The funtion + would seem to be more disriminating.Continuing in this diretion, the use of min as the ost funtion for dis-juntion may be reonsidered in the hope of �nding some di�erent funtion,analogous to +, that is more disriminating than min. Consider, for example,the following program fragment.x := 1;while (x <= 0 or y = 5) // EXECUTION REQUIRED TO ENTER LOOP2 Note that the notation of a as the numeri ost of the boolean expression a is beingdropped from here on. A symbol a may denote either a boolean expression or itsnumeri ost, as determined by the ontext.



When searhing for values for the variables x and y to enter the while loop,the value of x is 1 when the onditional is �rst evaluated and so the ost ofx <= 0 is 1 and this will in fat be the ost of the prediate expression for allinput values unless y = 5. A at surfae in the ost funtion provides no guidaneto the searh.One way to interpret this problem is to onsider that the ost of 1 for x <= 0should, initially at least, be muh higher given the impossibility of hanging thevalue of x from this value until entry into the loop. Determining suh fats aboutthe values of arbitrary variables in a program is of ourse just as hard a problemas that of �nding test data.Sine the min funtion ignores improvement in the ost of the more ostlyoperand, a more disriminating funtion might be onstruted that takes aountof a ost improvement in either operand. Suh an alternative is the ratio of theprodut of the osts to the sum of the osts, i.e.ost(a _ b) = aba+ b :The table of osts below shows how this ost funtion solves the problem inthe previous example.Table 3. As y approahes 5, the ost dereases towards 0.y 9 8 7 6 5x <= 0 1 1 1 1 1y = 5 4 3 2 1 0x <= 0 or y = 5 0.8 0.75 0.67 0.5 0
Table 4. proposed logial or and logial and ost tablea b a _ b a ^ ba b aba+b a+ ba b0 b0 aa0 b a0 ba0 b0 a0 + b0 a0b0a0+b0The proposed ost funtions for or and and are shown in Table 4. Notethat when a0 = b0 = 0 then ost(a ^ b) = 0. The above ost funtions satisfyproperties 1 and 2 but do not satisfy the property of equal osts for logiallyequivalent expressions. The error in satisfying De'Morgan's law, i.e. ost(a_b) 6=



ost(:(:a^:b)) is due to the presene of �, the positive o�set from zero for theosts of all false prediates that is absent from the osts of true expressions.This anomaly an be removed by modifying the relational prediate ost fun-tions to produe values symmetrial about zero in the range [�maxost;��℄ [[�;maxost℄ (as shown in Table 5) and to de�ne the ost of logial negation asost(:p) = �ost(p).Table 5. Relational prediates with osts symmetrial about zeroPrediate expression Cost of prediate expressiona � b a� b, a > ba� b� �, a � ba < b a� b+ �, a � ba� b, a < ba = b abs(a� b), a 6= b��, a = bOther inonsistenies remain, however. For example, ost(a) 6= ost(a _ a).The di�erene between ost(a) and ost(a _ a _ a) is greater still with the dif-ferene bounded by ost(a). The di�erene between ost(a) and ost(a ^ a) isost(a) and is unbounded as the number of onjuntions of a inreases. In pra-tie, suh expressions are likely to be relatively rare beause programmers tendto avoid writing expressions that are learly ineÆient.One of the problems with the ost funtion aba+b is that when one operand isvery small, hanges in the other are not signi�ant. When the ost of b = � thenaba+b = a�a+� whih beause of rounding error an only safely be taken to be �. As anexample of this problem, onsider the ondition not((i <= 9.0) and (x = 0.0))where x and i are real and so � is the smallest positive real. Table 6 shows theost alulations for di�erent values of i when x = 0:0. The ost remains thesame at � for all values of i up to 9 and so provides no guidane for the searh.Table 6. A at ost funtion when x = 0:0i 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0i <= 9.0 �3:0� � �2:0� � �1:0� � �� 1:0 + �x = 0.0 �� �� �� �� ��i <= 9.0 and x = 0.0 �� �� �� �� 1:0 + �not(i <= 9.0 and x = 0.0) � � � � �1:0� �To assign a ost of � (the least positive value in the relevant number domainand the lowest possible ost for a false prediate expression) to a single relational



expression suh as a < b leaves no room to give a lower ost to disjuntiveexpressions that inlude a < b as one of the disjunts. Reall the requirementthat ost(a) � ost(a _ b).Cost funtions for relational prediates an be modi�ed to overome thisproblem by setting the absolute minimum ost for any single relational prediateexpression to be some value signi�antly larger than �, say R � 1. The osts ofrelational prediates in this sheme is given in Table 7.Table 7. Modi�ed relational prediate ost funtionsPrediate expression Cost of prediate expressiona � b a� b+R� �; a > ba� b�R; a � ba < b a� b+R; a � ba� b�R+ �; a < ba = b abs(a� b) +R� �; a 6= b�R; a = bIn Table 8 the ost alulations of the previous example are repeated butwith the use of the modi�ed relational prediate ost funtions with R = 1. Theost of not(i <= 9.0 and x = 0.0) now dereases as i approahes 9.0.Table 8. A dereasing ost funtioni 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0i <= 9.0 �4:0 �3:0 �2:0 �1:0 2:0x = 0.0 �1:0 �1:0 �1:0 �1:0 �1:0i <= 9.0 and x = 0.0 �0:8 �0:75 �0:67 �0:5 2:0not(i <= 9.0 and x = 0.0) 0:8 0:75 0:67 0:5 �2:0
4.2 Experiment to ompare ost funtion reliabilityUltimately, the validity of ost funtions for test data searh is an empirial issue.Ideally, ost funtions should be ompared over a large sample of programs fromvarious appliation areas. A less time onsuming experiment an be done withsyntheti programs generated automatially. Consequently, a sample of programswas generated by modifying the following program.



x := a + b + ;y := a + b + ;z := a + b + ;if (x = a or y = b or z = )The modi�ation rules, allowed: all ourrenes of + to be replaed by anyarithmeti operator, all ourrenes of = to be replaed by any relational pred-iate, all ourrenes of or to be replaed by any binary logial operator withthe possible insertion of a negation operator, in addition two binary operatorsleftoperand and rightoperand were allowed throughout (eah returning thevalue of one operand) as a way of reduing the length of expressions. The modi-�ation rules, allowed variables (other than x, y and z) to be replaed with anyother variable or a onstant drawn from a small set of integers.For eah program generated, at random, three opies were produed, the�rst was instrumented with the min and max ost funtions of (Table 2) (hereinalled the min-max funtions), the seond with the aba+b and a + b funtions of(Table 4) (herein alled the ratio-sum funtions) and the third with onstantfuntions so that a uniform random searh is done. The relational prediateexpression ost funtions of Table 7 were used throughout with R = 1. For allprograms, the test goal was to �nd values of a, b and , eah from the domain[�4999; 5000℄ to ause entry into the onditional.The geneti algorithm used for the searh was of the steady-state varietyand similar to Genitor [10℄. Test inputs were oded not as binary strings but asstrings of integer. Reprodution takes plae between two individuals who produeone or two o�spring (depending on the hoie of reprodution operator). Theseo�spring are then immediately inserted into the population (of size 50) expellingthe one or two least �t. The population is kept sorted aording to ost and theprobability of seletion for reprodution is based on rank in this ordering.4.3 ResultsFor eah set of ost funtions, Table 9 shows the number of trials (solns olumn)in whih a solution was found. Three attempts were made at eah problemand the table shows the total number of solutions found. The olumn headed`evals' shows the mean number of �tness funtion evaluations used per solution,ounting only ases where a solution was found. A number of the programsgenerated were not ounted against any ost funtion beause they were eithertoo easy to solve (olumn headed `trivial'), namely a solution was found in lessthan 10 random attempts, or too diÆult (olumn headed `failed'), beause asolution was not found within the limit on �tness funtion evaluations, set at1000.A rude attempt was made to distinguish between simple and more omplexprograms aording to the syntati omplexity of the arithmeti expressions.All programs of the following form (where only or, and may be replaed byor, and) were lassed as simple.



Table 9. Performane of ost funtionsprogram min-max ratio-sum random trivial failedtype solns evals solns evals solns evalssimple 1116 504 1309 456 97 436 0 0omplex 1853 308 2059 313 789 301 16992 6237x := a;y := b;z := ;if (x = 1 or y = 1 and z = 1)Simple programs all have a smooth ost surfae (smoothest in the ase of ratio-sum) but the solution set is small. In Table 9, the set of programs lassed asomplex is simply the entire sample of syntheti programs generated.It an be seen that for simple programs, the performane of the ratio-sumost funtions is better, the data shows a 17% outperformane. For all programs,the ratio-sum ost funtions outperform the min-max ost funtions by about10%. A possible explanation for this di�erene is that there is less opportunityfor ratio-sum to take advantage of an improvement in more than one prediateexpression ost at one sine suh moves are less likely to our as the jaggednessof the ost surfae inreases.5 ConlusionSeveral researhers are using evolutionary searh methods to searh for test datawith whih to test a program. The �tness or ost funtion depends on the testgoal but almost invariably an important omponent of the ost funtion is anestimate of the ost of satisfying a prediate expression as might our in abranh ondition, an exeption ondition, et.It has been shown that the set of ommonly used ost funtions for the sat-isfation of logial prediates (the min-max funtions) perform poorly in ertainases. An alternative set of ost funtions (the ratio-sum funtions) has beenproposed whih overome these spei� problem ases. To determine the e�e-tiveness of the ratio-sum funtions on a wider range of problems, an experimentwas done to ompare ost funtions for a sample of syntheti programs. It hasbeen shown the ratio-sum ost funtions modestly outperform the min-max ostfuntions but more so for relatively simple programs. A possible explanationfor this is that the ability of ratio-sum to take advantage of an improvementin more than one prediate expression ost at one an be better exploited insimple programs.Syntheti programs are an inexpensive way of subjeting ost funtions to arelatively large sample of programs but they an at best provide only an insightinto the behaviour of di�erent ost funtions. In terms of assessing the reliability



of di�erent ost funtions in pratie, they an be no more than a prelude to anexperiment with a large sample of real programs. Work is underway to do this.Referenes1. B. F. Jones, H. Sthamer, and D.E. Eyres. Automati strutural testing usinggeneti algorithms. Software Engineering Journal, 11(5):299{306, 1996.2. B. Korel. Automated software test data generation. IEEE Transations on Soft-ware Engineering, 16(8):870{879, August 1990.3. G. MGraw, C. Mihael, and M Shatz. Generating software test data by evolution.Tehnial Report RSTR-018-97-01, RST Corporation, Suite 250, 21515 RidgetopCirle, Sterling VA 20166, 1998.4. C. Mihael, G. MGraw, M. Shatz, and C. Walton. Geneti algorithms for dynamitest data generation. Tehnial Report RSTR-003-97-11, RST Corporation, Suite250, 21515 Ridgetop Cirle, Sterling VA 20166, 1997.5. R. P. Pargas, M. J. Harrold, and R. P. Pek. Test-data generation using genetialgorithms. Software Testing, Veri�ation and Reliability, 9:263{282, 1999.6. Judea Pearl. Probabilisti reasoning in intelligent systems. Morgan Kaufmann,1988.7. N. Traey, J. Clark, and K. Mander. Automated program aw �nding using sim-ulated annealing. Software Engineering Notes, 23(2):73{81, Marh 1998.8. N. Traey, J. Clark, K. Mander, and J. MDermid. Automated test data generationfor exeption onditions. Software { Pratie and Experiene, 30:61{79, 2000.9. J Wegener, A. Baresel, and H. Sthamer. Evolutionary test environment for auto-mati strutural testing. Information and Software Tehnology, 43:841{854, 2001.10. D. Whitley. The genitor algorithm and seletive pressure: why rank based alloa-tion of reprodutive trials is best. Proeedings of the Third International ConfereneGAs., pages 116{121, 1989.11. L. A. Zadeh. Fuzzy logi and approximate reasoning. Synthese, 30:407{428, 1975.


